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Marry for inner beauty:  
Dipper, 1, a Devon Rex

in Lake Mills

Get hired to run the HR department: 
Hinkley, 4, the most earnest 

Labrador retriever in Middleton

Earn a Ph.D. in philosophy:  
Ono, 3, a domestic shorthair 

tuxedo cat in Madison

Unite nations: Bernie, 5, a French 
bulldog in DeForest who co-founded 
the Madison Frenchie meetup group

Pop your balloon but not your 
happy bubble: Arlo, 4, a Spidey car-
driving apricot hedgehog in Madison

Be charged with breaking and 
entering: Russell, 5, provider of 

“cheap entertainment” in Evansville

Save a life: Violet, 11, Onyx, 5, and 
Ivy, 9, shepherd mixes and blood 

donors in Madison

Nod off at the Thanksgiving 
table: Louie, 11 months, a sleepy 

corgi in Verona

Start a grunge rock band: Ruby, 
Faith and Tiger, three Madison 

mixed breeds who are ready for 
their album cover photo shoot

Deny all culpability: Murphy, 18 
months, a poker-faced vizsla in 

the town of Dunn

Rage against the paparazzi machine: 
Bushido, 8 months, a thoroughly 

annoyed tabby cat in Madison

Become an ambassador: Tigger 
Lily, 6, a Galgo Español in Cottage 
Grove bringing awareness to mis-
treatment of hunting dogs in Spain

Open a hair salon: Kukfi, 
7 months, a standard poodle in 

Midvale Heights

Judge your life choices: Nickel, 
1, a domestic shorthair “dog in cat 

form” in Fitchburg

Swoon at your compliments: 
Pebbles, 2, an elegantly 
dressed fainting goat

Run for president: Mo, 12, the 
esteemed gentleman Maine coon 

rescue representing the great 
city of Madison

“Jump Around” during a Badgers 
game: Jessie, 1, a smartly dressed 

Italian greyhound in Monona

Become an official bird watcher: 
John Lennon, aka Lenny, 3, a nature-

loving tabby cat on the east side

Get a gig crooning in cruise ship 
cocktail lounges: Dudley Doo, 18, 

and Coconut, 16, elderly rescue 
parrots in Madison

Purchase a Boca Raton condo: 
Norman, 2, a Madison Frenchie 
just one snowstorm away from 

becoming a snowbird
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